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Introduction
A file system organizes data stored on a disk or other storage device at two different levels: the
internal or physical arrangement of the blocks of a file and the external or logical directory structure
in which files are organized for the user’s benefit. In this lab, you will implement a simple (but very
inefficient) file system in C++. Your file system will have only one directory and will assume that
each file can fit into a single 1024 byte block (in other words, no file will be more than 1024 bytes
long).

While the data stored by most real file systems resides on a hard drive or other device, your file
system will store its data in a single huge array of characters. The entire array will be saved to –
and restored from – a regular (Linux) data file stored on the native file system of your computer, so
it will be persistent and can be copied from machine to machine.

The code provide for you consists of a C++ class named “Filesystem” and a series of test files
that check each of the operations you are required to implement. Also provided is a convenient
Makefile which you can use to build your project.

The Filesystem object contains an array of characters named m_disk that you will use as your
virtual disk. The size of the disk is stored in an unsigned integer named m_disk_size. By default,
the disk is 4Mb in size.

The Filesystem object contains function stubs for ten file system operations you will need to
implement. The code for these should go in “operations.cpp” Prototypes for each function stub are
defined in “filesys.h”, which you should read thoroughly before starting to code anything. Make
sure you understand the parameters each function takes and what it should return, then implement
the function following the instructions given below in this handout. Some functions may require
modifying the Filesystem class to add additional data structures or (private) variables.

You can copy information into the array just as you would in any C++ program. For instance,
if you wanted to write the string “hello” starting at position 10 of the array, you could do something
like:

string str = "hello";
for (int i=10; i < 10 + str.length(); ++i) {

m_disk[i]=str[i];
}

Because you will need to copy data into and out of the array a lot, there are some helper functions
that will make this easier. The function read_string takes a position of the disk to read from, a
string to read into, and a size. It reads “size” characters into the string. Similarly, the write_string
function takes a disk position, a string to write, and a size. It writes “size” characters from the input
string onto the disk at the specified position.

Keep in mind that this data is stored “directly to the disk”. The helper functions don’t have any
concept of a file and so they will happily write data past the end of a file or into “free” space where
no file has been allocated. Creating data structures to represent the files and directories on the disk
is part of your goal for this assignment.

Because m_disk is an array of characters (essentially a string), storing other kinds of data, such
as integers, can be tricky. The best solution to this problem is to use casting to trick C++ into
thinking that an appropriate number of characters is really an integer. I have written two helper
functions named read_int and write_int that implement this idea. You should read through them
carefully to be sure you understand how they work. You should write similar helper functions of
your own to read and write other data items, such as directory entries, to the file system.
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Creating a disk image
The constructor of the Filesystem object takes a string parameter – the name of the Linux file to
read into memory as your virtual disk – and an unsigned integer – the size of the file. If you do not
specify a size, the program creates one that is 4Mb long. You can also use a pre-existing file. One
way to make a file of a particular size is to use the dd command like this:

dd if=/dev/zero of=disk.img bs=1024 count=1024

This creates a file that contains 1024 blocks of 1024 bytes each in it (in other words, a -one-
megabyte file). You can adjust the “count” parameter to obtain various sizes. The “of” parameter
is the “output file name” – the name of the file to create.

The destructor in Filesystem saves the array into the file before destroying it. If you allocate your
Filesystem objects statically in your test programs, this process should happen for you automatically.
If you instead allocate them on the heap with “new”, you must be careful to “delete” the object
before terminating the program so that the data will be saved to the disk. The provided test cases
do this for you.

1 Tasks
The lab is divided into two sections of about five steps each. Each step is worth three points. The
first section involves implementing a basic file system with one directory and single-block files. The
second section involves implementing file operations such as read and write.

1.1 A Basic File System
In this section, you will create a file system in which all files share the same directory. We will assume
that all files can fit into a single 1024 byte block. We will also observe the following limitations:

1. Filenames will contain only letters, numbers, underscores, and the period (dot) character.

2. Filenames will be a maximum of 15 characters long.

3. There will never be more than 4000 files in the file system.

4. Filenames must be unique to the directory.

The directory will consist of a series of “rows” corresponding to one file. Each row will contain
a 15-character filename (terminated by a null byte for a total of 16 characters), a four-byte integer
index which tells where in the file system the file starts, and a four-byte integer representing the size
of the file. In other words, each entry consists of 24 bytes: the filename, which can take up to 16
bytes, the index, which takes 4 bytes, and the size, which takes 4 more.

1.1.1 Formatting the File System

We need some way of telling whether the values stored in each directory entry actually refer to real
files or if they are simply garbage bytes. The easiest (though definitely not the ’best’) way to do this
is to “format” the file system by copying some sort of sentinel character over the entire directory
record. Since filenames cannot contain asterisk characters, we can use those for our sentinel.

In the “format” function of operations.cpp add code that copies asterisk characters into the over
the entire directory structure of the m_disk array.
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1.1.2 Creating a File

Creating a file really just means finding a free block and creating a directory entry that maps the
filename to that block. For now, we are not going to worry about internal fragmentation. Finding
a free block is the trickiest part. We don’t want to reuse a block that is being used by another file
and we don’t have a FAT table or inode table, so we have to use the directory to find a free block.

Hint: Make a struct which represents a directory entry. Then cast the m_disk array to be an
array of directory entries. You can then loop through those entries to check positions.

Your create function should return false if:

1. The directory is full and there is no more room for a file to be created.

2. The name of the new file matches the name of an existing file.

3. It is not possible to allocate a block for the file (for instance if the disk is full).

Otherwise, it should return true.

1.1.3 Listing the files in a directory

The “list” function should create a nicely formatted listing of all the files you have created and their
sizes and return that listing as a string. It does not need to (and should not) include the position
of the file since this is an implementation detail and not something that should be exposed to the
user.

The filename should appear, left-justified, in a column 16 characters wide, padded with spaces.
The size should follow, left-justified, in a column 8 characters wide, padded with spaces. You do not
need to (and should not) add commas or units to the size – simply use the number of bytes.

Be sure not to include any deleted or not yet created files. (You may want to come back to this
part after doing the next step).

Hint: As for create, your best bet here is to cast the m_disk array to an array of directory entry
objects and loop through them.

1.1.4 Deleting a File

To delete a file, we need to remove it from the directory. We can remove it by zeroing the filename
entry out with * characters, but if we do that the entries that come after it could become unreachable
(depending on how you implemented your list and create functions). A different solution is to swap
the last entry of the directory with the one we are deleting and write the asterisks over the duplicate
last entry. However, as long as your delete works properly (the file is removed from the directory
listing and we can reuse its space for new files), you can take any approach you want.

Write code in the “rm” function that takes a string, the filename, as a parameter and removes
that file from the directory if it exists.

The rm function should return false if the file to be deleted does not exist. It should return
true if it is able to successfully delete the file.

1.1.5 Renaming a File

If the user wants to rename a file, all we have to do is modify the directory. Write a function named
“rename” that scans the directory for the old filename. If it can’t find it, it should return false. If
it does find it, it should scan through a second time to make sure that no other file is already using
the new name (if so, return false) and then replace the old name with the new name.
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1.1.6 Copying a File

To copy a file, we need to create a new directory entry and then copy the actual data from the first
file’s data block to the second file’s data block. One way to implement this is to use the “create”
function you wrote and then copy the data. However, you do need to do error checking to be sure
that:

1. The source file exists.

2. There is space available (both in the directory and the disk array) for the copy.

1.2 File Operations
All of the functions we have written so far directly affect the external layout and the way files are
presented to the user. They don’t directly allow you to access the data within a file. To actually
store information in a file, we need to be able to read from the file and write to it.

We can do that more conveniently if we use “file handles” to keep some state information. We can
manage the file handles using functions named “open” and “close”. Open and close are really just
convenience functions. They make it easier to read and write so that you don’t have to remember
a filename and file position every time you access a file.

1.2.1 Opening a File

The open function creates a “file handle” object that can be used in the read and write functions.
To help you out a bit, I have created a FileHandle class for you in handle.h. It has no functions –
it’s really just a “struct” that keeps track of three things:

1. The position (in m_disk) of the start of the file

2. The size of the file.

3. An offset that keeps track of where we left off the last time we read from the file or wrote to
it.

The open function should:

1. Create a new file handle object.

2. Set the file handle’s size and position fields by looking the filename up in the directory and
copying values out of the directory entry.

3. Initially, set the offset to 0. (The “file cursor” starts at the beginning of the file)

4. Insert the file handle into some sort of list or array so that it can be used by read, write, and
close. You will need to create this list. I recommend using a C++ vector, which you can
declare at the top of operations.cpp.

5. Return a file descriptor which uniquely identifies the file handle.

The key part of this step is to create and manage sort sort of array or list that stores the file
handles. We will call this the “open file list”. It’s probably best, actually, to store pointers to file
handles rather than actual file handles so that you can free the memory for the handle when you
close the file.

If you, instead, use an array, you will need an integer to keep track of the size of the list. You
may assume that there are never more than 256 files open at a time. Open should return -1 if it
cannot find the file to open or if there are no file descriptors left.
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1.2.2 Closing a File

Closing a file means freeing the memory used by its file descriptor. If you implemented open correctly,
it should be trivial. You just need to delete the memory you allocated for the file handle.

You do not need to worry about making the file descriptor available for new files. None of my
tests will ever open more than 255 files (except to test that your open function correctly bails out
when that happens). Close should return false if the file descriptor isn’t valid (does not correspond
to a file handle that is open). Otherwise, it should return true.

1.2.3 Reading from a File

Now that you can create a file and open it up, you should be able to write code that reads a string
from the file. The read function takes three parameters, the file descriptor to read from, a reference
to the string which the data should be placed in (the “buffer” string), and the number of bytes to
read.

Write code that:

1. Uses the file descriptor to obtain the file handle.

2. From the file handle, obtains the position of the block where the data is stored.

3. Adds the “offset” field to the position to obtain the location in the array where the data is
located.

4. Reads “size” characters from that position of the m_disk array into the buffer string.

You should return false if the file descriptor is invalid or if reading would go past the end of the
virtual disk. You should return true if the read succeeds.

1.2.4 Writing to a File

Writing to a file is almost identical to reading from one. You need to use the file descriptor to get
the file handle, then use the position and offset from the file handle to locate the position at which
to write. One difference is that when you write, the size of the file may change. If the last byte you
write goes beyond the current size of the file, you will need to update the size in the directory entry.
There are several ways to do this. One way is to add an integer to your file handle that keeps track
of which row of the directory the corresponding file is located at.

The write function should return true if it succeeded and false if writing fails (for instance, if
the disk is full or writing would overwrite some other file). If should also return false if the file
descriptor is invalid.

2 Testing
Ten percent of your grade comes from implementing test cases for your code.

3 Glitter
Thirty percent of your grade comes from extending this project in a creative and interesting manner.
For example: You could add directories, permissions (need more than this alone), or some other
missing feature. Alternatively, you can earn glitter points by improving the efficiency of the existing
code (for instance, by splitting files into blocks and chaining them together in some manner).
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Handing in
You should include which files have been changed and why. If you were unable to get something to
work, explain the problem. The documentation is an important part of the project.

Use the handin to turn in your work. This is lab5. This lab will be due on 12/03/2021 at
11:59pm.

This assignment is adapted from one by Dr. Robert Marmorstein.
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